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aveva pdms comes as a plug-in add-on for the main package. the software offers advanced
functionality to develop plant models, as well as workflow management systems, to generate and
manage complete project workflows. aveva pdms offers powerful functionality to create models from
3d drawings (dwg/dxf), cam and cnc drawings (sdw/swg), construction documents (dxf), and other
standard cad formats used in engineering, including core plant, mechanical, electrical and plant
utilities, surfaces and assembly drawings, among others. the software also offers multi-party and
multi-cad environments. you can import all your models from other products such as autocad, avire
and katana, among others. it can also export to other aveva products. you can easily generate 2d/3d
views of your plant model. you can also hide/show parts. modeling can be an extremely complex
process, which is why our software is comprised of a set of intelligent, powerful tools. each tool has
been designed to help you complete the creation of your project efficiently and accurately. we have
also created a learning platform to enable you to learn the skills necessary to be proficient in
modeling. you can get started for free on our website by clicking on the explore aveva.com link.
aveva pdms is the tool of choice for plant operators and in-house planners ensuring the highest
standard of plant productivity. with pdms, users can design and simulate plant layouts and
components, including piping, plant equipment, ductwork and sprinkler systems aveva e3d design
12 is the go-to engineering 3d design software solution for enhanced collaboration, 3d printing and
the creation of accurate reports and documentation, aveva said. the aveva e3d design 12 solution is
currently available for cad applications
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This is a sample video that depicts how rapid the migration will be for your team. AVEVA PDMS will
be sunset in 2024.1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates generally to image
processing, and more particularly to methods and apparatus for inserting text in images. 2.

Discussion of the Related Art While image post-processing and printing technologies have become
relatively advanced, the ability to electronically insert text in a digital image is still quite limited. One

very popular method of inserting text into images is to superimpose a pattern image on a
background image and then measure a time that it takes the two images to reach a specific area of

the image. Based on this time, pixels of the background image can be interpolated, and a text image
can be painted or inserted at the desired location. Such a method, which uses a background image
to smooth the text image, requires the background image to be a grayscale image, and therefore

cannot be used in color images. Since background images are usually colored, prior art methods will
not work well with color images. One prior art method uses a special image texture for inserting text.

However, it requires special hardware to implement the texture. What is desired is a method of
inserting text in a color image that does not use interpolation. The present invention introduces a
novel method and apparatus for inserting text in a color image. In one embodiment, a method for
inserting a text in an image comprises the steps of generating a text pattern using a text pattern
generator, extracting a background image using a background extractor, generating a text mesh
using a text mesh generator, generating a texture mapping mesh using a texture mapping mesh

generator, and mapping the texture mesh and text mesh to the image. The method uses no
interpolation and can be used in color images and high resolution images. In another embodiment,

an apparatus for inserting a text in an image comprises a text pattern generator, a background
extractor, a text mesh generator, a texture mapping mesh generator and an image processing chip.

In a further embodiment, the apparatus further comprises a personal computer comprising an
operating system and a memory. In an alternate embodiment, the personal computer is a stand

alone system, such as a Macintosh computer.Ocular pharmacokinetics of timolol (0.5%) administered
by instantaneous and continuous ocular instillation in rabbits. The systemic and ocular bioavailability

and time-course of timolol were investigated after a single 15 minute instant instillation of timolol
0.5% (50 microliters/eye) into the right eye of New Zealand White rabbits. The same dose of timolol
was instilled into the right eye in two 20 minute continuous ocular instillations of timolol 0.5% (20
microliters/eye). To assess the bioavailability of timolol from both ocular instillation techniques,
blood samples were taken at regular intervals for a period of 24 hours after instillation. Serum

timolol levels, measured by HPLC, were shown to be greater than 1 microgram/ml after both the
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continuous ocular instillation technique and the single 15 minute instantaneous instillation
technique, confirming the systemic bioavailability of timolol after both ocular instillation techniques.
Time-course studies show that both techniques produced maximal timolol levels of 2.1 +/- 0.8 and
2.4 +/- 0.6 microgram/ml, 24 hours after instillation.1. Field of the Invention The present invention

relates to a sheet processing apparatus, an image forming apparatus, and an image forming
method. 2. 5ec8ef588b
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